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Momentum noise in a quantum point contact
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Ballistic elections flowing thiough a constuction can transfei momentum to the lattice and excite a Vibration
of a free-standing conductor We show (both numencally and analytically) that the electromechanical noise
power P does not vanish on the plateaus of quantized conductance — in contiast to the current noise The
dependence of P on the constnction width can be oscillatoiy or stepwise, depending on the geometry The
stepwise mcrease amounts to an approximate quantization of momentum noise
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Not long after the discovety of conductance quantization
in a balhstic constnction1 it was predicted that the quantiza-
tion is noiseless ~ The time dependent current fluctuations
should vanish at low tempeiatuies on the plateaus of quan-
tized conductance and they should peak m the tiansition
from one plateau to the next The conclusive expenmental
venfication of this piediction followed many years latei,3

delayed by the difficulty of ehmmating extraneous sources of
noise The notion of noiseless quantum balhstic tiansport is
now well estabhshed 4

The ongm of noiseless transpoit lies in the fact that the
eigenvalues Tn of the tiansmission matnx pioduct tt^ take
only the values 0 01 l on a conductance plateau The cunent
noise power at zeio tempeiatuie Ρ/αΣ,,Γ,,(1 — Τη) then
vanishes 5 In othei woids, cuirent fluctuations lequire pai-
tially filled scatteimg channels, which are incompatible with
a quantized conductance

In this papei we pomt out that the notion of noiseless
quantum balhstic tianspoit does not apply if one consideis
momentum transfer mstead of Charge tiansfei Momentum
noise cieated by an electucal cunent (socalled electiome-
chanical noise) has been studied m the tunneling legime6 and
m a diffusive conductor,7 but not yet in connection with bal-
hstic tiansport Our analysis is based on a recent scatteimg
matnx repiesentation of the momentum noise powei P, ac-
coiding to which P depends not only on the ttansmission
eigenvalues but also on the eigenvectoi s 8 This makes it pos-
sible for the elections to generate noise even m the absence
of partially filled scatteimg channels

The geometiy is shown schematically m Fig l We con-
sidei a two-dimensional election gas channel m the x-y
plane The width of the channel m the y duection is W and
the length in the χ direction is L The channel contams a
nanow constnction of length SL-^L and width ciH7·̂  W lo-
cated at a distance L' fiom the left end (We choose x = 0 at
the middle of the constnction, so that the channel extends
fiom —L'<x<L — L' ) A voltage ydnves a cunent thiough
the constnction, excitmg a vibiation of the channel We seek
the low-frequency noise powei

dt 8F(0)8F(t)=\im-kP(t)2

r . , ~ t
(D

of the fluctuatmg foice 8F(t) = F(t)-F that dnves the vi-
biation The noise power is piopottional to the vanance of

the momentum ΔΡ(ί) transfened by the electrons to the
channel in a long time t

We assume that the election gas is deposited on top of a
doubly clamped beam extended along the χ axis and free to
vibiate m the y duection The solution of the wave equation

is u(r,t)=yu(x)cos ωί, with ω the mode fiequency and
u(x) the mode piofile Both u and duldx vanish at the ends
of the beam and u(x) is noimahzed such that it equals to l at
the point XQ at which the amphtude is measuied7 We choose
x0 — 0 so that F corresponds to a pomt foice at the location of
the constnction

The wave functions aie lepresented by scattenng states
The incident wave has the foim <^n(r)
= \fiknIm" \~mexp(iknx)<&n(y), wheie ιηλ is the effective
mass, n =1,2, , N is the mode mdex, Φ,, the transveise
wave function, and kn= ±(2mH/ft2)1 / 2(£F-£„) I / 2 the lon-
gitudmal wave vector (at Feimi eneigy Er laigei than the
cutoff energy En) We take kn positive to the left and nega-
tive to the iight of the constnction Incident and outgomg
waves are related by the 2NX2N unitaiy scatteimg matnx

S =
r t'

(2)

contaming the NX N transmission and leflection matnces
t,t',1 ,r' We assume time reversal symmeüy, so that Φη is
leal and S is symmetnc

As denved m Ref 8, the noise powei P and the mean

foice F for a locahzed scatteier can be expressed m terms of
the matnx S and a Hermitian matnx Mnn>

W

SL

J5W

w

FIG l Schematic diagiam of a two-dimensional channel con
tainmg a constnction
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= m* ιΣαβ(η\ραααβρ ß\n') of expectation values intheba-
sis of incident modes. The expectation value is taken of the
electron momentum flux m*~lpapß, weighted by the strain
tensor uaß=^(dua/dXß+dUßldxa). The matnx M is block
diagonal,

<5L=0 02 W ÖL=10W

ML

Ο

Ο

MR
(3)

At zero temperature and to first order in the voltage one has,
for a twofold spin degeneracy,

P =
4eV

2eV
F=

(4)

(5)

In Eq. (5) we have not included the equilibrium contribution
to the mean force (at V=0). Electron-electron interactions
(screening) are not accounted for, smce we do not expect any
appreciable Charge accumulation in a ballistic System.

For a transverse Vibration the blocks ML,MR have ele-
ments

(ML,R)nm = _ " " ) dy Φη
L,R

dxu'(x)

(6)

The integral over χ extends over the region ( — L ' , — SL/2) to
the left of the constriction for ML and over the region
(8LI2,L — L') to the right of the constriction for MR. We
abbreviate qnm = km — k„. For n — m \ of order unity one has
qnm of order ί/W, so that the ränge of χ that contributes to
the integral is of order W. [Contributions frorn inside the
constriction are smaller by a factor min(SW,SL)/W.] Since
W is much greater than the Fermi wave length \F, we are
justified in using the asymptotic plane wave form of the scat-
tering states to calculate M.

We take hard-wall boundary conditions at y = 0,W, hence
5ΐη(ηπν/μθ, En = (h2/2m*)(mr/W)2, N

and (kn + km)qnm = (TrlW)2(n2-m2). The
overlap f^dy Φ,,Φ,^, is evaluated straightforwardly, but the
Integration over χ requires more care. The derivative u'(x)
= du/dx of the mode profile vanishes at the two clamped
ends of the beam, äs well äs at its center. We assume that the
constriction is off-center, therefore u'(± SL/2)^u'(0)¥=0.
We write u'(0) = u0/L, with u0 a number of order unity.
Upon partial Integration we find, to first order in W/ L,

L,R
dxu'(x)e\p(ixqn,„)=±

uo

O(W/L)2.

0006
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FIG. 2 Solid hnes: noise power P for transverse Vibration ver-
sus width of constriction SW, at fixed width W=49.9 XF of the
wide channel. The left panels are for a short constriction with and
without axial symmetry. The nght panels are the correspondmg re-
sults for a long constriction. The dotted hne is the current noise P }

in units of e^V/h (which is nearly the same with and without axial
symmetry).

(The upper sign is for region L, the lower sign for region R.)
We thus aiTive at ML= —MR=M, with

=
Mnm (σηιη

'(n2-m2)2\knkm

Xexp[/( \k„\-\km\) SL/2]. (8)

(7)

The symbol anm= ^[1 +(- l)"+m] selects indices of the
same parity, so that Mnm = 0 if n and m are both even or both
odd.

Our constriction has left-right symmetry, so r=r' and t
= t'. We contrast the case W - ^W of axial symmetry with
the case W'^^W of a constriction placed highly off-axis.
We also contrast the short-constriction case <5L<IW (point
contact geometry) with the long-constriction case SL9>W
(microbndge geometry). The reflection and transmission ma-
trices are calculated by matching wave-function modes at χ
= ± <5L/2, cf. Ref. 9.

In Fig. 2 we show the dependence of the transverse noise
power P [in units of P0 = (4eV/h)(Nu0fi/L)2] on the width
SW of the constriction, at fixed width W of the wide channel.
(We choose W=49.9KF, so N = 99.) The average trans-

verse force F is shown in Fig. 3, normahzed by F0

=(2eVI1i)(NuQh/L). (Note that F=0 for the axially Symmet-
rie case.) The conductance G = (2e 2 //z)Trii ' and the cuirent
noise f / =(4e 3 W/i)Tr« l ( l -«') are mcluded in theseplots
for companson.

The plots show a remarkably varied behavior: For the
short constriction without axial symmetry the noise power P
of the transverse force oscillates äs a function of the constric-
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FIG 3 Solid Imes average transverse force äs a function of
constnction width, m the absence of axial symmetry (positive val-
ues point m the positive y direction in the geometry of Fig l, for a
current flowmg m the positive χ direction) The left and nght panels
are for a short and long constnction, respectively The conductance
of the constnction is shown äs a dotted Ime. The average transverse
force is identically zero for the axially Symmetrie geometry (W
= W/2)

tion width SW, in much the same way äs the current notse
power P[ oscillates.2'5 However, the minima in P do not go
to zero like the minima in P,, demonstrating nonzero mo-
mentum noise on the plateaus of quantized conductance. If
the short constnction is precisely at the center of the channel,
P increases nearly monotonically with SW. For a long con-
striction P increases nearly monotonically regardless of
whether there is axial symmetry or not. The increase of the
noise power is stepwise, reminiscent of the conductance.
(The current noise in the long constriction rematns oscilla-
tory.) The mean transverse force behaves similarly to the
conductance for the short constriction, but fluctuates around
zero for the long constriction.

In order to explain the approximate quantization of mo-
mentum noise in analytical terms it is convenient to decom-
pose the (symmetric) transmission matrix äs tnm

= ^n,UnniUmni\fT^, where U is an NX N unitary matrix
and r„e[0,l] is the transmission eigenvalue (eigenvalue of
tt1). Similarly, the reflection matrix is decomposed äs rnm

= /Σ,, ι Unn ι Umn ι V l ~~ T„ ι . In this representation Eq. (4)
takes the form

P =

U. (9)

The matrix M couples only mode indices of different parity,
cf. Eq. (8). The presence or absence of axial symmetry mani-
fests itself in the matrix U, which couples only indices of the
same parity if W' = W/2. In this axially symmetric case
Xnm = Q if n,m have the same parity.

In a simple model10 of a long and narrow ballistic micro-
bridge, U is a random matrix while the tiansmission eigen-

values take on only two values: T„=i for l^n^SN and
T„ = 0 for SN<n^N. The number SN = [2SW/\F] is the
quantized conductance of the constriction (in units of
2e2/h). Averages of U over the unitary group introduce Kro-
necker delta's (cf. App. B in Ref. 10). We need the average
tipp'qq'nm = (U*U*Up,mUqln), given by

^pp'qq'nm '

l l

(10)

in the case of broken axial symmetry and

pp qq nm if

(H)

in the axially symmetric case.
Substituting these values of Tn into Eq. (9) and averaging

over U with the help of Eqs. (10) and (11), we find

p
N SN N

, Σ Σ Σ
n „=SN+l m = \ ΡιΡ'^Λ' = ί

tpp'Mq'q

8eV SN l SN
. i

h N \ N

TT
:

9
N>SN,

(12)

regardless of whether axial symmetry is present or not. We
thus obtain a stepwise increase of P äs a function of SW with
Step height ΔΡ = (τ72/9)Ρ0. The numerically obtamed step
height in Fig. 2 agrees within 10% with the analytical esti-
mate for the first step. For subsequent Steps the agreement
becomes worse, presumably because the approximation of a
uniform distribution of U breaks down äs SW increases. We
can also calculate the mean transverse force in the same way,
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FIG 4. Noise power for longitudmal Vibration of a short con-
stnction (left panel) and a long constnction (nght panel) These
plots are for W = W/2, but theie is no noticeable dependence on the
latio W'/W The mean longitudmal force (not shown) decreases
stepwise äs a function of SW in both the short and long constnc-
tion.
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starting fiom Eq (5), and find F«TrM = 0, in accordance

with the numencal lesult that F^F0 for a long constnction
In the short-constnction case SL< W we may not tieat U

äs unifoimly distiibuted in the unitary group, and this has
prevented us from finding a simple analytical lepresentation
of the numei ical data

This nch geometry dependence of the noise powei is
charactenstic for a transverse vibiation For companson we
discuss the case of a longitudmal vibiation, corresponding to

a mode profile xu(x) onented along the direction of the cur-
icnt through the constriction (mstead of peφendlcular to it)
Such a longitudmal Vibration conesponds to a compression
mode of the beam, which is at a highei fiequency than the
bendmg mode excited by a transverse Vibration For a longi-
tudmal Vibration the matnces ML, MR are diagonal
(ML)nm= -(MR)„m= δηιη h \kn «(0) We take w(0)= l

The noise powei is plotted m Fig 4 for both a long and a
short constnction It does not depend on the presence 01
absence of axial symmetiy and is also rathei insensitive to
the length of the constnction The oider of magnitude of the
longitudmal noise power is ( 4 e V / h ) p j , , with pF=hkF the
Fermi momentan This is laiger than the typical transveise

PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 241301 (R) (2002)

noise power P0 by a factor of order (kFL/N)2—(L/W)2

Inserting paiameters V= l mV, kF= 108 m"1, typical for a
two-dimensional electron gas, one estimates (4eVlh)p~F

—10~40 N2/Hz This is below the force sensitivity of piesent
day nanomechamcal oscillators, but is hoped to be leached in
futuie geneiations of these devices n

In summaiy, we have demonstrated that the momentum
noise of ballistic electrons does not vamsh on the plateaus of
quantized conductance Conductance quantization lequires
absence of backscattenng in the constnction, but it does not
pieclude intei-mode scattenng Momentum noise makes this
intei-mode scattenng visible in a way that current noise can
not The dependence of the momentum noise on the constnc-
tion width was found to be remarkably vaned, ranging fiom
oscillatory to stepwise, depending on the direction of the
Vibration (longitudmal or transverse to the constnction), the
presence 01 absence of axial symmetiy, and the length of the
constnction The stepwise increase amounts to a quantum of
momentum noise that might be observable with an ulti asen-
sitive oscillatoi
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